
 

Adds, renames, or modifies the following in a macro so that the same keyboard shortcut is used for the same action.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-A Activate the macro via a shortcut (like Ctrl+A).Macro Name: Definition: Alt-B(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-
C(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-D(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-E(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This
macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-F(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-G(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name:
Definition: Alt-H(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-I(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-J(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will
fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-K(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro Name: Definition: Alt-L(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that trigger a macro.Macro
Name: Definition: Alt-M(name of event). When an event is activated, the macro will fire. This macro is attached to all the events that 70238732e0
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The KeyMACRO command will specify the Key Number and the Key Value for the Default MACRO Assignment Table entry, which will be used by the SET command to define the Key Value for the MACRO assignment if no MACRO command is specified.  A MACRO command will be assigned the Key Number specified by the KeyMACRO command. A SET command will be
assigned the Key Number specified by the KeyMACRO command.  Default Assignment Table Entry: If no KeyMACRO command is specified, the default KeyNumber will be the number assigned to the MACRO command that is specified, with the default Key Value of the assigned string on the right side of the equals sign. For example, if you assign the MACRO command
NUM="abc" to the keyNUM="1", the default MACRO assignment is: KEYNUM="1" MACRO="abc" More than one MACRO command may be assigned to a KeyMACRO command.  When a SET command is not specified and multiple MACRO commands are assigned to the keyNUM, the set command will assign the first MACRO command that is assigned to the KeyMACRO
command. The following example shows a default assignment table with two MACRO commands assigned to the keyNUM 1. KEYNUM="1" MACRO="abc" MACRO="def" The following example shows the KeyNumber 2 assigned to the MACRO command NUM. KEYNUM="2" MACRO="abc" If a SET command is specified, the KEYNUM will assign the specified Key Number to
the MACRO command specified in the SET command. The following example shows the KeyNumber assigned to the MACRO command NUM in the default assignment table. KEYNUM="1" MACRO="abc" The following example shows the SET command assigning the KeyNumber 2 to the MACRO command NUM. KEYNUM="2" MACRO="abc" If a MACRO command has no
arguments, the MACRO command will be assigned the keyNUM specified in the KeyMACRO command, regardless of the assignment table entry. For example, the following MACRO command is assigned the KeyNumber 1. MACRO NUM="123" The default assignment table entry would contain the following entry: KEYNUM="1" MACRO="123" If a MACRO command has one or
more arguments, the MACRO command will be assigned the keyNUM specified in the KeyMACRO command, but the string
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